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A very-high-energy component deep in the 
γ-ray burst afterglow

Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are brief flashes of γ-rays and are considered to be the most 
energetic explosive phenomena in the Universe1. The emission from GRBs comprises 
a short (typically tens of seconds) and bright prompt emission, followed by a much 
longer afterglow phase. During the afterglow phase, the shocked outflow—produced 
by the interaction between the ejected matter and the circumburst medium—slows 
down, and a gradual decrease in brightness is observed2. GRBs typically emit most of 
their energy via γ-rays with energies in the kiloelectronvolt-to-megaelectronvolt 
range, but a few photons with energies of tens of gigaelectronvolts have been 
detected by space-based instruments3. However, the origins of such high-energy 
(above one gigaelectronvolt) photons and the presence of very-high-energy (more 
than 100 gigaelectronvolts) emission have remained elusive4. Here we report 
observations of very-high-energy emission in the bright GRB 180720B deep in the GRB 
afterglow—ten hours after the end of the prompt emission phase, when the X-ray flux 
had already decayed by four orders of magnitude. Two possible explanations exist for 
the observed radiation: inverse Compton emission and synchrotron emission of 
ultrarelativistic electrons. Our observations show that the energy fluxes in the X-ray 
and γ-ray range and their photon indices remain comparable to each other 
throughout the afterglow. This discovery places distinct constraints on the GRB 
environment for both emission mechanisms, with the inverse Compton explanation 
alleviating the particle energy requirements for the emission observed at late times. 
The late timing of this detection has consequences for the future observations of 
GRBs at the highest energies.

On 20 July 2018, GRB 180720B triggered the Fermi Gamma-ray Burst 
Monitor (GBM) at 14:21:39.65 universal time (ut)5 (T0) and the Swift Burst 
Alert Telescope (BAT) 5 s later6. Multi-wavelength follow-up observa-
tions were performed up to T0 + 3 × 105 s by the European Southern 
Observatory’s Very Large Telescope, which measured a redshift of 
z = 0.653 (ref. 7). In the high-energy γ-ray band (100 MeV–100 GeV) 
this GRB was also detected by the Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT) 
between T0 and T0 + 700 s with a maximum photon energy of 5 GeV 
at T0 + 142.4 s (ref. 8). No further high-energy emission was detected 
in the successive observation windows after 700 s. The prompt emis-
sion phase of GRB 180720B is extremely bright, ranking seventh in 
brightness among the over 2,650 GRBs detected by Fermi-GBM so far 
(see Methods). With a T90 (the time in which 90% of the flux is detected) 
of 48.9 ± 0.4 s, GRB 180720B is categorised as a long GRB (typically 
associated with the death of massive stars9), with an isotropic energy 
release of Eiso = (6.0 ± 0.1) × 1053 erg (50–300 keV; 1 erg = 10–7 J). Obser-
vations of this GRB took place using the Swift X-ray Telescope (XRT), 
identifying a bright afterglow that remained detectable until almost 
30 days after T0 (refs.10,11; Fig. 1). In terms of energy flux of the X-ray 
afterglow (0.3–10 keV, at T0 + 11 h), this GRB ranks second after the 
exceptional GRB 130427A3.

Observations with the High Energy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S.) 
array began at T0  +  10.1  h and lasted for two hours. The data  
were analysed using methods optimized for the detection of the  
lowest-energy events, revealing a new γ-ray source (Fig. 2a) with  
an excess of 119 γ-ray events and a statistical significance of 5.3σ  

(5.0σ post-trial; see Methods). The γ-ray excess is well fitted by a point-like 
source model centred at a right ascension of 00h 02 min 7.6 s and a dec-
lination of −02°56′06″ ( J2000) with a statistical uncertainty of 1.31′, con-
sistent with the measurements at other wavelengths6,8,12. To rule out the  
association of this source with an unknown steady γ-ray emitter (such 
as an active galactic nucleus) or persistent systematic effects, the GRB 
region was re-observed under similar conditions 18 days after these 
observations. In total, 6.75 h of data were analysed, resulting in a sky 
map consistent with background events (Fig. 2b).

The flux spectrum detected by H.E.S.S. (100–440 GeV) was fitted with 
a function of the form Fobs(E) = Fint(E) × e−τ(E,z), where the exponential term 
accounts for the absorption of photons by the extragalactic background 
light13, τ is the optical depth and F E F E E( ) = ( / ) γ

int 0,int 0,int
− int is a power law 

describing the intrinsic source emission . The analysis resulted in a pho-
ton index of γint = 1.6 ± 1.2 (statistical) ± 0.4 (systematic) and a flux nor-
malization of F = (7.52 ± 2.03 (statistical) (systematic)) × 100,int −3.84

+4.53 −10  
TeV–1 cm–2 s–1, evaluated at an energy of E0,int = 0.154 TeV(see Methods).

The very-high-energy (VHE) flux, together with measurements at 
other wavelengths, is shown in Fig. 1. Apart from the exceptionally high 
flux level, the light curves show a typical power-law behaviour in the 
X-ray and optical afterglow with a temporal flux decay of the form 
F(t) ∝ t−α with αXRT = 1.29 ± 0.01 and αoptical = 1.24 ± 0.02. The spectrum 
measured by Fermi-LAT (100 MeV–10 GeV) from T0 + 55 s to T0 + 700 s 
is well fitted by a power-law model with photon index γLAT = 2.10 ± 0.10. 
The light curve in the same time window is fitted by a power law  
with a temporal decay index of αLAT = 1.83 ± 0.25. It is worth noting that 
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αLAT is at about 1σ from the mean value of the distribution of the  
decay indices of long GRBs detected by Fermi-LAT14 (α = 0.99 ± 0.04LAT , 
σ = 0.80 + 0.07α ) and such deviation could largely depend on the time 
range in which αLAT is fitted, potentially in agreement with αXRT  
and αoptical.

The detection of VHE γ-ray emission indicates the presence of very 
energetic particles in the GRB afterglow. This discovery is consistent 
with efficient γ-ray emission seen in other astrophysical sources with 
relativistic plasma outflow, for example, pulsar wind nebulae or jets 
emerging from the nuclei of active galaxies. In the case of a GRB after-
glow, the particle acceleration probably occurs at the forward shock15 
(the compression shock wave propagating through the circumburst 
material), which should be capable of efficient electron and proton 
acceleration. As proton radiation processes are characterized by 
long energy-loss timescales relative to the dynamical timescale, the 
detected γ-ray emission is probably produced by accelerated elec-
trons (see Methods). Therefore, two radiation processes are the most 

plausible dominant contributions to the VHE spectrum: synchrotron 
emission of an electron population in the local magnetic field16 and 
synchrotron self-Compton (SSC) scattering17,18. In the latter case, the 
synchrotron photons, which are thought to dominate the target radia-
tion19, are inverse-Compton-scattered to higher energies by the same 
electron population.

The SSC and synchrotron emission origin scenarios2 place distinctly 
different demands on the source acceleration efficiency. Whereas an 
SSC origin requires electrons with only multi-gigaelectronvolt ener-
gies, a synchrotron origin requires an extreme accelerator potentially 
accelerating beyond petaelectronvolt energies20 (see Methods). Fur-
thermore, for GRBs to operate as 1020 eV cosmic-ray sources, they must 
achieve extreme acceleration21. One key distinguishing characteristic 
between these two emission origins is that SSC predicts the presence 
of two bumps in the spectral-energy distribution with their height 
ratio depending on the energy densities of both the electrons and the 
magnetic field, whereas a synchrotron model implies only a broad 
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Fig. 1 | Multi-wavelength light curve of GRB 180720B. a, Energy-flux light 
curve detected by Fermi-GBM (band fit; green), Fermi-LAT (power law; blue), 
H.E.S.S. (power-law intrinsic; red) and the optical r-band (purple). The Swift-
BAT spectra (15 keV–150 keV) are extrapolated to the XRT band (0.3–10 keV) to 
produce a combined light curve (grey) and an upper limit (95% confidence 

level) for the second H.E.S.S. observation window (power-law intrinsic,  
red arrow). The black dashed line indicates a temporal decay with α = −1.2.  
b, Photon index of the Fermi-LAT, Swift and H.E.S.S. spectra. Error bars 
correspond to 1σ.
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Fig. 2 | Very-high-energy γ-ray image of GRB 180720B. Significance map of 
GRB 180720B field, as observed by H.E.S.S. a, Observation made at T0 + 10.1 h 
for 2 h. b, The same region of the sky, as observed during consecutive nights 

between T0 + 18.4 d and T0 + 24.4 d. The red cross indicates the position 
reported by the optical telescope ISON-Castelgrande12.
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single component. A second difference between these processes is 
the maximum photon energy achievable.

Considering a synchrotron origin of the broadband afterglow energy 
spectrum, the highest energy for synchrotron emission from electrons 
in a maximally efficient accelerator is22 E Γmc α Γ= 9 /(4 ) ≈ 100 MeVsync

max 2
F  

(with αF the fine-structure constant and Γ the bulk Lorentz factor of the 
forward shock). Thus, for electron synchrotron emission to reach ener-
gies beyond 100 GeV 10 h after the prompt emission, a late-time Γ in 
excess of 1,000 appears to be required. Such a scenario is difficult to 
realize, with robust expectations suggesting a value of Γ ≈ 20 at 10 h 
(see Methods). Alternatively, circumvention of this synchrotron max-
imum energy limit is possible for scenarios in which either the coher-
ence length of the magnetic turbulence is very small, or different 
magnetic-field strengths are present in the acceleration and emission 
zones, or some non-ideal process is responsible for the particle accel-
eration (see Methods). Regardless of this challenge, this could explain 
the similarity in the photon index and level of energy flux of the emis-
sion seen both at early times by Fermi-LAT and Swift-XRT and at  
late times by H.E.S.S. and Swift-XRT (Fig. 1). However, the strong require-
ments for synchrotron emission to extend up to the VHE regime  
disfavours such origin and the potential onset of a new SSC component 
should be considered.

The SSC scenario has the advantage that the emission up to VHE 
at late times is energetically much more easily achievable23, leading 
to the expectation of a new spectral component at VHE. The H.E.S.S. 
spectral-fit constraints (Extended Data Fig. 1) are consistent with such 
a possibility within the present uncertainties. Despite this advantage, 
the potential onset of inverse Compton emission within the Klein–
Nishina regime faces challenges (see Methods). Specifically, beyond 
the γ-ray energy where this sets in, a softer spectral slope and a differ-
ent brightness evolution of this component24 are expected. However, 
interestingly, the presence of synchrotron emission with a hard pho-
ton index extending below kiloelectronvolt energies can sufficiently 
delay the onset of the full Klein–Nishina transition to higher energies 
(see Methods), beyond that of the VHE detection. The detection of 
this hard extended synchrotron emission component thus delivers 
additional supporting evidence for an SSC origin.

This VHE discovery undoubtedly opens a key channel to the under-
standing of the GRB afterglow phenomena. This measurement proves 
to be complementary to the VHE-afterglow emission detected in GRB 
190829A25 and the prompt-to-early afterglow emission measured in 
GRB 190114C by the MAGIC telescopes26, providing insight into the 
nature of GRBs and their VHE detectability. We estimate that future 
instruments, such as the Cherenkov Telescope Array27, will allow up 
to three more GRB afterglow detections per year in the VHE domain 
than previously anticipated (see Methods), considerably improving 
our understanding of GRBs over a diverse range of timescales.

Online content
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Methods

H.E.S.S. and the GRB follow-up programme
The observations presented in this paper were performed using the 
H.E.S.S. array of imaging atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes, which is 
situated at an altitude of 1,800 m in the Khomas highlands of Namibia. 
H.E.S.S. is sensitive to γ-rays in the energy range from tens of gigae-
lectronvolts to tens of teraelectronvolts. It consists of five Cherenkov 
telescopes: four with mirror areas of 108 m2 placed in a square configu-
ration with a side length of 120 m (CT1–CT4) and a single telescope at 
the centre (CT5) with a mirror area of 614 m2. Thanks to its low energy 
threshold and fast slewing (200° min−1)28, CT5 is well suited for the 
observation of soft-spectrum transient sources.

H.E.S.S. maintains an active transient-source observation pro-
gramme, of which GRBs are an important component. To ensure a 
fast reaction to GRB alerts, H.E.S.S. is connected to the γ-ray coor-
dinates network (GCN)29, which rapidly distributes alerts and 
observational information from space and ground-based facilities.  
The target-of-opportunity observation system in H.E.S.S. performs the 
selection, filtering and processing of these alerts on the basis of source 
observability and significance, aiming to trigger on bright, precisely 
located, nearby bursts. Alerts are followed up in two different observa-
tion modes. Observations are triggered in the prompt mode when the 
GRB position is observable from the H.E.S.S. site at the time that the 
alert is received. In this case, the observation schedule is interrupted 
and the array is automatically re-pointed to the GRB location. On the 
other hand, afterglow observations take place for GRBs that become 
observable only at a later time; such observations are scheduled manu-
ally and are triggered by a burst advocate. This was the case for GRB 
180720B, which was observed from T0 + 10.1 h, when the burst position 
rose above 45° in elevation (below this elevation GRBs are typically 
not observed owing to the rapid increase in the energy threshold of 
the H.E.S.S. telescopes). Re-observations were carried out at T0 + 18 d, 
after the end of an intervening moonlight period.

H.E.S.S. data analysis
To reach the lowest possible energies in the analysis presented here, 
we use only data from the single large telescope (CT5). However, this 
energy threshold reduction comes at the cost of some angular resolu-
tion and sensitivity loss30. We present here two hours of observations 
taken in wobble mode31, with the pointing direction of the telescope at 
an offset of 0.5° from the position provided by Swift-BAT6. This observa-
tion was made at a mean zenith angle of 31.5° for a total live time of 1.8 h.

To ensure that a potential GRB signal is not diminished by an exces-
sive number of statistical trials, the data analysis is subjected to a strict 
unblinding procedure. The first step in this unblinding is an inspection 
of the low-level data, as some calibration artefacts can directly lead to 
the creation of spurious sources in the field of view. Checks are made 
on the fractional event participation of each camera pixel (to ensure 
that single faulty pixels do not dominate the events), the pixel pedes-
tal values and the distribution of events within the field of view. Once 
these checks are completed, with no artefacts found, the event prop-
erties are reconstructed using the ImPACT32,33 maximum-likelihood-
based fitting technique. Background cosmic-ray events are rejected  
using a neural-network-based scheme34. The residual background  
contamination level of the source region (ON and OFF events) and 
the ratio of the on-source time to the off-source time (αExp) are then 
estimated using the ring method for the production of maps and the 
reflected-region method when performing the spectral extraction31. 
Full analysis and checks are performed using an additional independ-
ent calibration and data analysis chain35, serving as a cross-check of 
all the results.

The source significance is computed using a maximum-likelihood 
ratio test based on the number of events coming from the source (ON) 
and the background (OFF) for a given ratio of on-source to off-source 

time (α; ref. 36). For the ring method, the number of ON and OFF events 
is 544 and 4,740, respectively, and αExp = 0.09, resulting in a significance 
of detection of 5.3σ. Similarly the reflected-region method measures 
544 ON and 3,998 OFF events and αExp = 0.11 at a significance of 4.6σ, 
which is verified by the cross-check analysis, which provided 651 ON 
and 5,200 OFF events and αExp = 0.10 with a significance of 4.5σ.

The source morphology is fitted with a two-dimensional likelihood 
procedure by assuming point-like and Gaussian source models con-
volved with the expected energy-dependent point spread function 
(obtained from simulations) and the measured source spectrum. Both 
source models are proved to be compatible with the morphology of 
the discovered source, with no statistically significant preference for 
source extension shown.

Spectral analysis is performed using the forward-folding method37, 
which corrects for the limited energy resolution of the single-telescope 
event reconstruction. The measured source spectrum is obtained by 
fitting a simple power-law model of the form F E F E E( ) = ( / ) γ

obs 0,obs 0,obs
− obs, 

where F0,obs is the flux normalization, γobs is the photon index and E0,obs 
is the reference energy. However, owing to the absorption of the most 
energetic photons by the extragalactic background light (EBL), the 
apparent photon index of this source will be somewhat steeper than the 
intrinsic photon index. The intrinsic spectrum Fint(E) is therefore 
obtained by fitting the measured spectrum with an attenuated  
power-law model, F E F E F E E( ) = ( ) × e = ( / ) × eτ E z γ τ E z

obs int
− ( , )

0,int 0,int
− − ( , )int ,  

where the last term in the equation corresponds to the EBL absorption 
coeficient predicted13 for a redshift of 0.653. The best-fit  
spectra, together with the spectral points, are shown in Extended Data 
Fig. 1, and the spectral parameters are summarized in Extended Data 
Table 1.

Systematic uncertainties in the fitted spectra are determined by 
accounting for a 15% uncertainty in the reconstructed energy due to 
possible variations in the measured Cherenkov light yield38. The meas-
ured energy is systematically shifted by ±15% and the whole spectral-
fitting procedure is redone. In addition, short dips in the trigger rate 
(at the level of 30%) were identified in the data, which can probably 
be attributed to the presence of high-altitude clouds. To assess the 
effect of these, the time windows containing such trigger rate features 
(21.7 min total) were removed from the data and the standard analysis 
described above was performed on the reduced dataset. From this, we 
conclude an additional systematic underestimation of 32% and 4.8% in 
the measured normalization and photon index, respectively. These two 
sources of systematic uncertainty are considered to be independent 
and are therefore added in quadrature for the estimation of the total 
systematic uncertainty.

The intrinsic spectrum was obtained with a chosen EBL model13. To 
determine how this choice influences the results presented in this work, 
the data were re-analysed using three additional EBL models39–41, each 
one employing a different approach to predict the overall EBL level39. 
The absorption coefficient for a redshift of 0.653 within the energy 
range of the detected emission does not present sizeable deviations 
between the models considered (Extended Data Fig. 2). When employ-
ing these EBL models for the spectral fit, a change of up to 55.3% and 
27% was found in the reported normalization and index, respectively. 
The statistical uncertainty on the fitted spectra remains the biggest 
source of uncertainty in the results.

Trial correction
Since 2012, H.E.S.S. has performed five additional follow-up observa-
tions of well localized GRBs (Swift and Fermi-LAT alerts) using only CT5 
(similar to the observations presented here). The significance distribu-
tion of this sample (excluding GRB 180720B) is consistent with pure 
statistical fluctuations. Therefore, the post-trial significance for GRB 
180720B can be assessed by accounting for these previously observed 
GRBs. This results in a post-trial significance of 4.3σ (reflected-region 
method) and 5.0σ (ring method). As the analysis of GRB 180720B was 



performed once under the aforementioned unblinding procedure, 
no additional trials have been added to the results presented here.

Background systematic effects
Systematic effects on the sky map background (Fig. 2) were determined 
by measuring the significance distribution when excluding the source 
region. Although a normal distribution was expected, a width of 1.09 
was measured in this significance distribution, therefore adding a slight 
shift to the reported significance of the ring method (used in the pro-
duction of sky maps). The corrected significance when accounting 
for such effects is 4.9σ (4.7σ post-trial). Nonetheless, this measured 
distribution depends strongly on the parameters of the ring method 
and should be subject to statistical uncertainties.

Fermi data analysis
The Fermi-GBM data for GRBs are publicly available through the GBM 
Burst Catalog at HEASARC42. For GRB 180720B the available time-tagged 
events of those detectors having the best viewing angle to the Swift-
XRT position—namely, n6, n7, nb and b1—were analysed. Temporally 
resolved energy-flux data points (Fig. 1) were obtained with the RMfit 
analysis software43 by combining time-tagged event data from all four 
detectors into 256-ms bins in the energy range from 8 keV to 10 MeV.

The analysis of the Fermi-LAT data was performed using the ‘Pass8’44 
processed events. We used the P8R3_TRANSIENT010E event class, 
which is suitable for transient-source analysis, and the corresponding 
instrument response functions45. Events were selected from T0 to 
T0 + 700 s in the standard GRB analysis energy range of 100 MeV–
100 GeV over a region of 10° around the Swift-XRT localization. Event 
selection, quality cuts and data analysis were performed with the stand-
ard FermiTools46 software. The source detection over the full duration 
was determined by a likelihood analysis providing a test-statistic value 
of TS ≈ 600, which corresponds to a significance of σ ≈ 25 σ( ≈ TS ).

Because the highest-energy photon detected has an energy of 5 GeV 
(at T0 + 142.4 s), the temporally resolved energy-flux data points (Fig. 1) 
were computed in the energy range from 100 MeV to 10 GeV. The anal-
ysis model included the Galactic interstellar emission model (gll_iem_
v06.fits) and the relative isotropic-diffuse-emission templates provided 
by the Fermi-LAT collaboration47, and the normalization of the latter 
was left free to vary. The spectrum for each bin was fitted by a  
single power-law model F E F E E( ) = × ( / ) γ

0 0
− , with the flux normalization 

F0 and the photon index γ as free parameters. As no emission with ener-
gies >10 GeV was detected, no additional term was required to account 
for EBL absorption13 in the spectra. The temporal decay αLAT was fitted 
by a power-law model using a least-squares technique applied from 
T0 + 55 s to T0 + 700 s in order to ensure no contamination of the prompt 
emission observed by Fermi-GBM and Swift-BAT, obtaining a reduced 
χ2 of χ2 = 0.63 (14 degrees of freedom).

Optical data
The optical data shown in Fig. 1 were compiled from the GCN circulars 
of observations performed in the r-band by the following instruments: 
Kanata48, MITSuME49, TSHAO50, MASTER-K51, MASTER-I, ISON-Castel-
grande12, OSN52, LCO53 and KAIT54. The reported temporal decay index 
αoptical was measured from T0 + 9,642 s to T0 + 3.35 × 105 s by performing 
a power-law fit with a χ2 fitting procedure.

Swift data
The Swift data are publicly available through the Swift online reposi-
tory55. The temporally resolved energy-flux data shown in Fig. 1 were 
obtained using the Burst Analyser tool10,11. The data were rebinned 
to give a signal-to-noise ratio of 7 and systematic uncertainties were 
included. The temporal decay reported here (αXRT) was obtained  
from T0 + 2,200 s to T0 + 3.05 × 105 s and corresponds to the fourth 
break in the light curve, as identified from the fitting procedures of 
the Swift-XRT tools.

Cherenkov Telescope Array detectability prospects
Considering the Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) to be an order of 
magnitude more sensitive than the H.E.S.S. array implies that it will 
have the ability to detect energy fluxes ~10 times fainter than that of 
GRB 180720B at VHE. If the VHE flux equals that detected by Swift-XRT, 
as suggested by our measurements (Fig. 1), we estimate the occurrence 
of three GRBs per year above this flux, which will therefore be detect-
able by CTA (Extended Data Fig. 3). This number could be increased 
for follow-up observations at earlier times. By assuming a temporal 
decay value of α = 1.2 (F(t) ∝ t−α) for all the GRB afterglows detected by 
Swift-XRT56, an extrapolation of the 11-h energy flux to that expected 
at 5 h provides a detectability prospect of ~10 GRBs per year at such 
follow-up delay times. It should be noted, however, that the presence 
of VHE emission could also be dependent on the GRB environment57, 
and this influence was not considered in this estimation.

Bulk Lorentz factor
The bulk Lorentz factor depends on two factors: the released energy and 
the density of the circumburst medium58, Γ E Mc= /( )iso 2 , where Eiso is 
the equivalent isotropic energy and M is the total mass swept up by the 
shock. The latter depends on the nature of the circumburst environment: 
M = (4π/3)R3nmp for a homogeneous medium (here n is the medium 
number density, R is the shock radius and mp is the proton mass) and 

̇M M R v=
*

/
*

 for a shock propagating in a constant-velocity wind (here Ṁ
*

 
and v⁎ are the wind mass-loss rate and velocity, respectively). The shock 
radius depends on the detection time as R ≈ ARΓ2tc/(1 + z), where AR = 8 
for a homogeneous medium and AR = 4 for wind environments (c, speed 
of light in vacuum). Thus, for GRB 180720B (t  =  10  h, z  =  0.653,  
and Eiso ≈ 1054 erg) one obtains Γ n= 15 0

−1/8 (here n0 = n/(1 cm−3)) for a homo-
geneous medium or ̇Γ M v= 20

* *,−5
−1/4

,3.3
1/4  (here ⊙M M M˙

*
= ˙

*
/(10 yr ),−5

−5 −1  and 
v⁎,3.3 = v⁎/(2,000 km s−1)) for a wind environment.

Non-thermal process efficiency
The non-thermal process efficiency, κ = tdyn/tcool, depends on the ratio 
of the shock dynamic timescale, tdyn = R/(cΓ), to the cooling time, tcool, 
which depends on the radiation mechanism, the density of the target 
and the energy of the parent particles. For hadronic processes59, which 
include proton–proton (pp) and photon–meson (pγ) channels, the 
radiation efficiency is κpp ≈ 10−7[R/(1018 cm)]n0 and κpγ ≈ 3 × 10−4(Γ/20)2[R/
(1018 cm)](κ/10−2)[Et/(1 keV)]−1n0 (here κ is the total radiative efficiency 
and Et is the peak frequency of the soft-emission component). These 
low efficiencies favour the electromagnetic processes60. The efficiency 
of the synchrotron channel for the emission detected in the VHE band, 
E ≈ 100 GeV, is κ m m R η η n= 5 × 10 ( / ) [ /(10 cm)]( /0.1)sync

7
e

5/2 18
B

3/4
turb
−1/2

0
3/4, 

where me and m are the masses of the electron and the emitting  
particle, respectively, ηB is a fraction of the internal energy contained in 
the magnetic field and η R λ= max(1, / )turb Lar

nr
cor  defines the shift of the 

peak energy if a charged particle interacts with a turbulent magnetic field61 
(here RLar

nr  is the non-relativistic Larmor radius and λcor is the magnetic-field 
correlation length). If the inverse Compton scattering proceeds in the 
Thomson regime, then κIC = 3(Γ/20)[κ/(10−2)] [R/(1018 cm)][Et/(1 keV)]−1/2n0. 
Efficiencies larger than 1 indicate that particle cooling occurs faster than 
the source dynamical timescale and is therefore highly efficient.

Synchrotron emission
Synchrotron emission is characterized by the highest radiation  
efficiency, but this emission component peaks below the limiting 
energy of E Γ m m η B B E B= 100 ( / ) ( / )( / )MeVsync

max
e turb em ac ac ac . Here Bem and 

Bac are the magnetic-field strengths at the emitter and accelerator sites, 
respectively. The accelerating electric field, Eac, is smaller than the 
magnetic field, Eac < Bac, if the particle acceleration proceeds in ideal 
magnetohydrodynamic flows21. Thus, the production of VHE γ-rays via 
electron synchrotron emission requires a large Lorentz factor, Γ > 103, 
a very-small-scale magnetic turbulence, λ R< 10cor

−2
Lar
nr , a large change 
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of the magnetic-field strength, Bem > 102Bac, particle acceleration to 
operate in the non-ideal magnetohydrodynamic regime, or a combina-
tion of these factors. Proton synchrotron emission alleviates these 
requirements, but at the expense of a significantly lower radiation 
efficiency. Whereas proton synchrotron emission dominates over other 
hadronic radiation processes in terms of efficiency18, its efficiency is 
still considerably smaller than that of electrons. Thus proton synchro-
tron emission is expected to give rise only to a subdominant emission 
component within the VHE band.

Energy of particles emitting in the VHE regime
The energy of particles emitting in the VHE regime depends on the 
dominant radiation mechanism and the properties of the ejecta. In the 
case of a synchrotron origin scenario, the particle energy is determined 
by three important factors: the shock Lorentz factor, the strength of 
the magnetic field and the turbulence scale. The first factor, Γ ≈ 20, is 
relatively well defined by the epoch of the H.E.S.S. observation, but the 
magnetic-field strength and the possibility of small-scale turbulence 
remain highly uncertain. The internal energy density, ~0.1(Γ/20)2n0 J m−3, 
suggests that a Gauss-strength magnetic field is expected for the case 
of energy equipartition between the magnetic field and particles. We 
note, however, that substantially smaller plasma magnetization is 
reported in the literature62, corresponding to weaker magnetic fields 
by several orders of magnitude. Assuming that synchrotron emission 
beyond the 100 MeV energy limit in the co-moving frame can be 
achieved, the energy of the emitting electrons can be estimated  
as E E Γ B η≈ 4[ /(100 keV)] ( /20) [ /(0.1 G)] TeVe

1/2 −1/2 −1/2
turb
−1/2 . The produc-

tion of 100-GeV γ-rays through a synchrotron scenario therefore 
requires electrons of ultrahigh-energy, Ee ≈ 4 PeV, unless a configuration 
with a very-small-scale turbulence is present. The energy of particles 
that provide the dominant contribution to the inverse Compton emis-
sion depends strongly on the spectrum of the target photons and the 
bulk Lorentz factor. An electron with energy Ee up-scatters a target 
photon with energy Et to an energy of min{Et[Ee/(mec2)]2, ΓEe}. For target 
photons detected in the X-ray energy band, Et ≈ 1 keV, electrons with 
energy of Ee ≈ 10 GeV, which in the laboratory frame have an energy of 
hundreds of gigaelectectronvolts, can produce γ-rays that are detected 
in the VHE band.

Target photons
Target photons of very different energies can be up-scattered to γ-rays 
of the same energy. This can be of particular relevance for VHE γ-rays 
detected from GRBs, where both the target photons and non-thermal 
electrons probably have broad energy distributions. Assuming a power-
law distribution for the target photon flux, n E Ed /d ∝ γ

t t
− , and for elec-

trons, n E Ed /d ∝ γ
e e e

− e , one finds that the relative contribution to the 
γ-ray emission depends on the electron energy as E E Γ E∝{1 − [ /( )]} γ γ

e e
2 − e.  

For simplicity, just a single high-energy term in the cross-section was 
accounted for (resulting in the factor 1 − [E/(EeΓ)]), which is sufficient 
for a qualitative study. However, the obtained dependence shows that 
for a reasonable range of photon and electron indices, 1.5 < γ, γe < 3, the 
highest-available-energy electrons may provide an important contri-
bution to the γ-ray energy band by up-scattering photons with energies 
within the infrared-to-ultraviolet range.

Klein–Nishina cutoff
The Klein–Nishina cutoff is a substantial reduction of the Compton 
cross-section that occurs when E E Γ m c≳e t e

2 4 , where Ee and Et are the 
electron and target photon energies in the co-moving frame and the 
laboratory system, respectively. This results in a softening of the γ-ray 
spectrum that occurs for E ≳ 50(Γ/20)2[Et/(1 keV)]−1 GeV. Because typi-
cally the GRB synchrotron spectral-energy distribution peaks in the 
kiloelectronvolt band, the inverse Compton component detected at 
late afterglow phases may be affected by the Klein–Nishina cutoff, 
resulting in reduced fluxes and steeper spectra. This may appear to 

contradict the relatively hard intrinsic spectral index of γint ≈ 1.6 inferred 
from the H.E.S.S. measurement. There are, however, two effects that 
can result in spectral hardening at energies around the cutoff: (i) the 
up-scattering of low-energy infrared-to-ultraviolet photons, which 
give an intrinsic VHE component with the same slope as that seen in 
the hard-X-ray band and (ii) the hardness of the electron spectrum at 
gigaelectronvolt energies, where adiabatic losses probably render the 
electron spectrum hard. The search for consistency within this frame-
work of the hard VHE spectrum with the SSC scenario, however, requires 
detailed dedicated simulations, which are beyond the scope of this 
observational paper.

Data and code availability
The raw H.E.S.S. data and the code used in this study are not public, 
but belong to the H.E.S.S. collaboration. All derived higher-level data 
that are shown in the plots will be made available on the H.E.S.S. col-
laboration’s website upon publication of this study. Data and analysis 
code from the Fermi-GBM and LAT instruments are publicly available. 
Links to the data and software are provided in the Methods section. 
This work also made use of data supplied by the UK Swift Science Data 
Centre at the University of Leicester (http://www.swift.ac.uk/archive/).
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | VHE spectral fit of GRB 180720B. H.E.S.S. spectral fit to 
the measured emission in the energy range 100–440 GeV. a, Fit using a simple 
power-law model (with photon index γobs). b, Fit with a power-law model (with 
photon index γint) with EBL attenuation for a source at z = 0.653 (ref. 13). In both 

cases the residual data points with 1σ uncertainties are obtained from the 
forward-folded method. The shaded areas show the statistical and systematic 
uncertainties in each fit (1σ confidence level). The bottom panels show the 
significance of the residuals between the fitted model and the data points.



Extended Data Fig. 2 | EBL absorption coefficient. Absorption coefficient e−τ(E) for a source emitting at a redshift of 0.653. The values are shown in the energy 
range of the detected emission of GRB 180720B (100–440 GeV) for the four EBL models considered13,39–41.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | CTA detectability prospects. Energy-flux distribution 
at 11 h and 5 h after the Swift-BAT trigger for all the GRBs observed by Swift-XRT 
per year. The blue vertical line shows the expected sensitivity of CTA, assuming 

the detection of fluxes 10 times fainter than that of GRB 180720B. The energy 
flux of GRB 180720B is indicated by the red vertical line.



Extended Data Table 1 | VHE spectral information from GRB 180720B

Spectral parameters of the fits to the H.E.S.S. observed emission in the energy range 100–440 GeV. The intrinsic spectrum with γ = 2.0 (third row) is provided as a reference to the Fermi-LAT 
mean photon index detected in several other GRBs at high energies14. All reported uncertainties are statistical and systematic, in that order.
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